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INFRASTRUCTURAL EXPANSION - IMPERATIVE
PREREQUISITE FOR COURT AND BAR

Hon'ble Mr. Justice Vineet Saran, the Chief Justice of High
Court of Odisha, Hon'ble Judges of the High Court, Mr. S.P.
Mishra,

learned

Advocate General

of the

State

of Odisha,

Mr. Srikanta Nayak, the President of the Orissa High Court Bar
Association, the Vice President, the Secretary and the Members
of the Executive

Committee of the Bar Association,

Senior

Members of the Bar, my young friends at the Bar, friends from
the electronic and print media, ladies and gentlemen.
The Preamble of our magnificent Constitution, at the outset,
sets the constitutional

goal for "We the people". The idea to

secure justice, liberty and equality for the citizens of our country
is the basic fundamental vision enshrined in the Preamble. It is
in this sense that the judiciary attains the status of the most
important pillar in our democratic setup. The responsibility for
securing justice for the collective rests upon the shoulders of the
judiciary which makes it imperative for the judiciary to have an
infrastructure

which

commensurates

with

its

constitutional

obligation.
Likewise, Article 39A of Part IV of the Constitution of India
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mandates the State to secure, for its citizens, equal justice and
free legal aid by the operation of a robust legal system. Thus, it is
the duty of the State to provide the judiciary

with necessary

infrastructure.
While emphasizing the importance of judicial infrastructure,
the Supreme

Court

in All India

Judges

Association!

has

observed :"Justice Delivery System is the bedrock of the rule
of law) which is held to be the basic structure of
the Constitution
absence

of

and it is our view that) in the

adequate

judicial

particularly for the subordinate
not be possible

to sustain

infrastructure)
Courts) it would

rule of law in this

Country."
The Court further observed :"Rule of Law assures

the citizen of an effective

civil and criminal justice
infrastructure
delivery system

is

the

system

and judicial

cornerstone

of justice

without which Rule of Law in

this Court would fail."

The aforesaid passage makes it quite clear that the concept
of Rule of Law and its assured sustenance
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have been inseparably
see 705
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associated with infrastructure.
to be for the adjudicators,

The infrastructural

facilities have

the advocates, the court staff and most

importantly, for the litigants.
It is axiomatic that speedy justice is a facet of Article 21 of
the Constitution,

and therefore, each and every litigant of our

country has a fundamental
fundamental

right

corresponding

of the

right to speedy justice.
collective which

infrastructure

judiciary to perform its constitutional
the

cleanliness,
disabled

gives birth

to a

duty on the part of the State to construct

develop sufficient judicial

denied

It is this

basic

infrastructure,

and

so as to enable the

obligation.

including

If courts are

aspects

such

as

clean drinking water, proper seating arrangement,

friendly

court

violation of fundamental
our Constitution,

complexes,

it would

rights guaranteed

tantamount

to

under Article 21 of

not only of the litigants but also the members

of the Bar.
In Brij Mohan LaP, the Supreme Court, while highlighting
the infrastructural

needs, has said :-

"Article 21 of the Constitution of India takes in
its sweep the right to expeditious and fair trial.
Even Article 39A of the Constitution
2

Brij Mohan Lal

VS.

Union of India CUO!) & Ors .. (2012) 6 SCC 502

recognizes
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the right of citizens to equal justice and free legal
aid. To put it simply, it is the constitutional duty
of the Government to provide the citizens of the
country with such judicial infrastructure

and

means of access to Justice so that every person
is able to receive an expeditious, inexpensive and
fair trial. The plea of financial limitations
constraints

or

can hardly be justified as a valid

excuse to avoid performance of the constitutional
duty of the Government, more particularly, when
such

rights

are

accepted

as

basic

and

fundamental to the human rights of citizens."

It can be emphatically said that the States are under an
obligation to establish sufficient number of court complexes and
other necessary infrastructure

so that litigants approaching the

court in the quest for justice do not face an ordeal.
We must not forget that a court is just not a building, rather
it is a place where a common man, hailing from even the
remotest part of the country, comes with an expectation, a hope,
an aspiration that he will get justice. The hopes of such citizens
would be shattered if they are confronted with pitiable conditions
at the court complexes.
The State must recognize the fact that if it fails to provide
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the judiciary with the required infrastructure

and staff, it would

be impossible for the. State to achieve the idealistic situation of
timely dispensation of justice.
This holds true for infrastructural

requirements of the Bar

as well. A Bar room and other appending infrastructure

like a

library, canteen and consultation rooms are more than just brick,
mortar, concrete and steel. Rather they are the hubs of legal
human

knowledge which trans-flows

at these

premises

for

dispensation of justice and betterment of the society.
The Supreme

Court has observed this clearly In Prem

Surana". The court noted that:
"In the justice delivery system of the country
members
thereto

of the Bar are as much
as the Judges

a party

and it is a closest

possible harmony between the Bar and the
Bench

that

can yield the

best

results

achieving the objectives as enshrined

in

in the

Constitution."
Hence, we need

to adopt

and

follow a philosophy

of

collective responsibility. We must put our brains together and
develop innovative proposals for creating an infrastructure
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which
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can be effectively used by the members of the Bar.
I must admit that the condition of infrastructure

of the

courts in India is not all rosy and pink. Barring the metro cities
and state capitals,

courts in the country do not have basic

facilities for the litigants. Most of the subordinate
country lack basic infrastructure

courts of the

for the judges, court staff and

litigants.
It goes without

sayIng that

the most important

factor

responsible for the ever mounting arrears and backlog of cases is
the lack of adequate number of court rooms and other necessary
infrastructure.

Adequate judicial infrastructure

is a sine qua non

for reduction of pendency and clearing of backlog of cases in
courts.
We must invest in the infrastructure
tune with the future requirements.

of courts and Bar in

It is necessary to recognize

the burning needs of more court complexes. There is a crying
need to enhance the judicial infrastructure

so as to enable the

judiciary to rise with the tide of greater influx of cases.
While saying so, I must add, I have been apprised that the
State of Orissa has been trying to live upto its role and has to a
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certain extent, been successful. And that is why the foundation
stone for the Annexe .Building of the High Court has been laid.
But more remains to be done.

I would suggest that the State

Government should regularize the court managers on their own.
The objective, I propose for strengthening

the judiciary of

our country, is to increase the number of court complexes and a
corresponding number of Bar rooms and other infrastructural
requirements.

A minimum standard

of infrastructure

for court

complexes and court rooms must be earmarked. Further, it must
be ensured that the staff working in court complexes are provided
with conducive working conditions. This would not only enhance
the efficiency of the judicial officers and other administrative staff
but also help in increasing their job satisfaction level which, in
turn, would reduce attrition rate.
All. should advisedly remember that court is not just

a

building - it is the building of justice - the story of justice and
work of some of the finest lawyers get etched on its stones.

It is

the symbol of the canons of justice and all the principles that the
fountain of justice embodies.
It can be said without an iota of doubt that

it

IS

the
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imperative constitutional

duty of the government of the day to

provide to its citizens. suitable judicial infrastructure

so that the

expression "access to justice" does not remain a euphemism but
becomes a reality in the real sense
Government

must

of the term

reflect its earnestness

towards

and
this

the
end

through concrete efforts and measures.
Long back, Chief Justice Warren E. Burger of the United
States Supreme Court had observed :"Ideas, ideals and great conceptions are vital to
a system of justice, but it must have more than
that - there must be delivery and execution.
Concepts of justice must have hands and feet
or they remain sterile abstractions."4
It needs to be stressed that law ultimately belongs to the
litigants and we have to ensure that it reaches them timely and
effectively. It is essential to bridge the gap between the ideal and
the real; between conception and realization and between vision
and strategic execution with dedication and pragmatism.

The

challenge is to match rhetoric with action so as to ensure that
the

lofty ideals

are

implemented

in reality in the justice

Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, Address to the American Bar Association, as reported in Vital Speeches.
October I. 1972. and reprinted in David Shragen & Elizabeth Frost (ed), The Quotable Lawyer 159 (J 986)
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dispensation system.
The Orissa High Court as well as the Bar Association have a
rich heritage and have attained high stature on the judicial map
of the country. Both of them have a great legacy and, I am sure,
in future too, it will transcend to greater heights.
efforts

and

dedication,

dimensions of success.
Thank you.

they

can

certainly

With further

achieve

newer

